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Third Day-Wednesday, 14th' April,

feeding and at the same time fool themselves that
they had' peen growing green manuring crops, How
ever, provided the all important question of green
manuring is not lost sight of I think the more food
crops that are grown the better. There is perhaps
one exeeption-s-Mr. Edelman referred to it although
he did not really advise it,-he mentioned the pos
sibility of growing mealies. Our experience vhas
been, .and the experience of many other countries is,
that mealies and cane won't mix. You mieht grow
mealies and get 25/- a bag in Zululand-if you are
lucky, or (you may grow cane, but you can't grow
both of them. The experience we have had of the
transmission of both Streak and Mosaic diseases seems
to shed very gran suspicion on growing mealies any
where near cane. Regarding the' question' of food
stuffs, for animals it always appears to me that we
have a very valuable foodstuff within easy reach of
most planters, which is very largely neglected. that
is the molasses which can be had at a very 'cheap
rate-considering its high food value, from almostany
mill. A ration of molasses should form an essential. '

part of the feeding of any, plantationlivestock, and,
also the native labour.

, . Mr. Rapson asked what Mr. Edelman would re
commend on the Coast for feeding oxen ' assuming
they were in the cane cutting seasonwhen they fed
nothing practically but tops. What should be added'
to make a balanced ration. '

Mr. Edelman replied: I know that is practically
what is used, but if that was to be 'balanced pro
perly it would be necessary to introduce .some
legume hay. I know even the stock farmers up
country do not worry much about' feeding their
oxen on balanced rations. They give them as much
mealie stalks as they can- eat and other roughage.
I think that to make up a balanced ration you
would need a little leguminous. hay-lucerne, velvet
bean,.' or soya bean. " '

The Chairman on behalf of the members expressed
their appreciation of Mr. Ed'elman's interesting ad- '
dress, it had been of great educational value to them.
(Applause). ' '!I

At 5.30 p.m.' the Congress was adjourned until the
following' day at 10 a.m. '

1926.

.HANDLING" OF CANE, FROM FIELD .TO CRUSHER ..
By M. McMASTER.

The Congress resumed at 10 a.m,
The following report on "HANDLING OF CANE

FROM FIELD TO CRUSHER," was given by Mr.
M. McMaster, namely:- '

"I have not had any time to do anything more
than make a few notes on this question as I have
been very busy since I came back. But I think it is
such an important question, and so much can be
saved in the handling of cane, that it should be
brought up at the Congress. One of the most im
portantcosts in the Sugar Industry is the handling
of cane from the field to the mill. Every country
has its own peculiar conditions and' things that are
applicable in one country or one place in a coun
try are not of course necessarily applicable to any
other. place, so that every local .condition has to be
considered separately. I am personally of the opin
ion that the time ,is now ripe when a-great deal more
mechanical methods should be used in the handlinz
of cane. ,Of course the :fi~st and most important wa;
to cheapen the cost of handling. of .cane, that is right
from the cutting to. the delivery at the mill, and
(me of the biggest economic factors. I believe in the
whole field of manufacture of sugaris to grow the

maximum tonnage possible to the acre. Now there
are some really wonderful concerns I have seen which
are really being crippled in Cuba by the distance
that cane has to be transported from the field's to
the mill. The old lands are getting' worn out and
the yield per acre is going down and down. To
keep those mills full they have had to shoot the
railways out further and further. ,The result has
been that the cost 'of handling this cane has gone up
and is one of the prime costs at these' big sugar pro
ducing factories to-day. And whether it is the
cutting, transport, or handling, or anything else, the
prime factor is to get the maximum amount of cane
to the acre that can' possibly be obtained. I do not
think anybody can disagree with that. Now if we
start to analyse each operation separately: I person
ally can't say anything about the cutting of cane in
this country. I understand the average daily task
per cutter, per day, is about 2 tons for burnt and
1112 or 1114 for trashed cane. That as a daily task
compares. favourably with most countries, but of
course the. only way that can be reduced is by the
efficiency and organisation of the labour. There is
rro other method-I don't think fori many years at
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'any 'rate that 'any ,mechanical cane cutter will be
applicable to thiseountry. So much of the cane is
grown,'on hillsides ,1:lJ1d so on, '~,nd the groundTs
soft, that I don't think it 'would besuccessful.. They
are cutting cane 'very widely in Louisiana with
mechanical cutters' but that is on' land that is' just
like a billiard table. I think Mr. Dodds will bear
meout there. In Cuba they are .trying mechanical
eutters.tbut I don'tthirikthey have had much suc
cess with it yet. The difficulties in the contour of
the ground are too much.for it. So pro tern 1 should
advise people not to worry about mechanical cane
clltters.The organisation and efficiency. of the
labour is the thing to worry about so far as we are
now concerned: ,

When the cane is cut the next 'operation is to loa-d
it according to the position of the farm geographic
~lly -iilto"wa'gonsor hask-et or'bogie trucks. '1'he;e
~re several, mechanical' devices being used' to-day ,for
loading: cane into these wagons or: trucks.' One
system I saw' which iR working satisfactorily in
Louisiana-s-which. is .ziot. exactly applicable here
owing to the different way the cane is grown in this
country-,-is, a very light, trolley with four wheels,
which is 'made very cheaply with a small grab like
the grabs at the mills and a small petrol engine. Th~s

thing is .brought along into the field where the cane
is lying and it just grabs the can e up and puts it
into, small .'trucks.' That is in fairly universal use
and to watch it working oneis very much impressed
by it. They do away with a considerable amount of
labour, and it is the necessity for reducing labour
costs 'that has brought these mechanical means in.

c T~at by the way costs about £130.. . ' ,

There is another machine in common 118e in the
Ha~vaiian :Islands and that is the Corduroy Cane
Loader. It is rather an elaborate affair as it con
sists 'of a crane travelling on caterpillar wheels.
Some men are employed to collect the cane into piles
of' 2,000 to 4,000 Ibs. Under these piles two wire
rope cables are placed', with which the cane is hoisted
up. There is no danger of trash and dirt being
picked up as with the grabs. I have illustrations
of these things if anyone would like to see them,
and it seems as if it would be extremely 'useful for
a lot of our fields here, but the cost is rather high:
about £2,000 as' you have really a steam crane.

I don 'tknow much about ca~e wagons or ~arts,
butin Cuba they have a two wheeled. cart which is

'in universal use and they can pull 2% .tons .through
very bad ground, and up to four, tons with six oxen
at the outside. Whether the oxen are any stronger
than the oxen in this country I don't know; they
do not look it at any rate. The wheels are about 7
feet in diameter and' have about 8 in. tread. I don't
know if they have been tried in this country, There
are certain moderately hilly lands in Cuba, but it is
not the same as in this country. 'What the effect of
heavier gradients would be I do not know, but I
think it is well worth giving them atrial. Now they
have done away, with wheels altogether in some
places and they buy caterpillar treads for these
carts. Some of the cheaper ones are made in Ger-

uiany and .others, in the St~tes. The' ones from the
'.States' cost about £170.' 'I'hey jare extrordinarily
successful.' They must be because there is one big
Company-s-the Cuban-American-i-whichIs investing
over £35,000 to fit ali their carts with. these cater
pillar treads.: I have illustrations and catalogues
of all these things if anybody would like to see me
about them at any time. "Cane is .hauled in: .these
carts up to five miles. Of course this method is all
manhandling, there' is practically no, mechanical ap
pliance to put the cane in the carts or trucks.

Now there is next the operation-which is a very
tedious one as carried out here-of transferring .the
cane out of these small trucks into railway trucks or
from cars or wagons into railway trucks. I believe
there is a separate discussion going to take placeas
_!egar<!s .t1}e trucks on, the S.A.R.; but I want to make
it definite now that the type of truck the S.A.R. pro

> "ide .for handling cane vis absolutely-wrong, --(-hear,
hear);' and we have not been able to' put' before them
the exact sort of truck that is wanted. I have draw-

.ings and specifications of trucks I have seen in 'use;
so If the sugar industry think they ,are suitable (I
personally think they are the .only ones) then we
can put these before the railway authorities. The
cane in' Cuba is brought to the sidings, which are
verysimilar to the sidings we 'have in this country;
in 'these carts and rope slings are placed roundLhe
cane.' .. ' , ,

it is all cut in 3feetle11-gth~ ana. it is very, care
fully packed. When ~tcomes to fhis siding there
is what -is called a Cuban Cane Hoist, which is a
universal thing there. It can be made very cheaply
of gum poles and things like that. ,1 haveRoiri~
sketches of themhere if 'anybody cares, to see them.
It is extraordinarily simple, and if you. have -the
right type of truck it is extraordina-rily efficient and
costs practically nothing, to. run. (¥r. McMaster
then placed a drawing of the hoist on the blackboard
and explained. its working in detail). ,The only
labour required for that is one man 10Aking after
the engirie and the driver of the cart. One of these
will load iOO tons of cane in 24 hours, which has been
Gone. So you will see your cost is practically noth
ing. I think one could be made here with ,gum
poles for something like £60, to £70, or it could be
made of steelwork. ' '

There again the whole thing depends on having an
efficient type of S.A.R. truck. It is no good dump
ing it in and getting it lengthwise. There is also
difficulty about the slings. as they don't always /
comeback from the mill. It is more for the men
handling cane to say whether this would be suitable.
Personally-T think it would be. That is a universal
method which handles fifty million tons -"or cane a
year, and you have all your expert A~f'rlcans there
and they can 'tfind a better method 8'0 I don't know
if anybody else can. These truck~re hinged along
the top and either tip end u.J:-,-05-:Siue;:vays. So far as
those trucks are, concerned:at-the mill they go on to
the tipplfrsand they/ar~ jiist tipped on to a carrier
and you can put just, as/much cane on and regulate
YOUldee_d~a$ Y-,o,U lik/,it took eight men including

./" /
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the weighbridge clerks to handle 8,000.tons of cane
per day at one mill. So far as the mills are, con
cerned in this country with the present trucks, I can
see that there is no method of overcoming the hand
ling of cane at.present. I hope to get a trial of this
method later.

I have. not goile int9 costs of handling cane arid
that kind of thing as it is very,difficlilt to get any
accurate figures. In some ways, it, is immaterial to
know what their costs of handling' cane are because
we know ours are too much and have to be reduced.
As a matter of fact even in Cuba the costs are very
high because the ground ISs{) bad; they can't· iay
any light tracks in the fields. It has all to be put in
wagons and transported to the loading station. As
Ii matter of fact the contract for cutting, loading and

delivering at siding averages 1.50 dollars per ton
which is about 6/- a ton. Since then I see one
authority says it averages 1 dollar 75 cynts per ton,
but I think 1.50 is the price.' With the price they get
for their cane it does not leave very muchmargin.

.'

I' have just put down rather' hurriedly what my
'views are on die subject. I think 'tliat~t' isno good
condemning anything until it has' been tried out.
You can't tell what would 'be successful unless you
do give it a fair trial, and personally I thinkifsome
arrangements could be made on certain farms to fin
ance these experiments and to ,experime*t thorough
ly with "these different mechanical methods of hand
ling cane it would be for the benefit qf the whole
industry, (Applause).

trucks. Should' they turn out successful then the
minimum load would have to be. lowered to give
them relief from the present' loading charges. As
they all knew at certain times of the year the cane
was much lighter than others and v~ry often it
was difficult to get 22 to 23 tons in ar truck even
loading as they did by hand; 'To do it ,:by .nrechani
cal means, particularly as they-did not hut the cane
into' 3 feet lengths, would be very' difficult. The
cutting of the cane into three feet lengths woiild en;
t.ai! far heavier field expense. But the idea of do
ing away with the wickets was excellent. He could
see that the walls of the truck were higher and that
would do away with the double wickets:

Mr. McMaster replied that when in' Cape Town
he had seen the Board of Trade and Industries and
they' were very keen on handling the' cane more by
machinery than was' done to-day. As:things were
at present something had to be done. ' If the rail-
ways refused or could not see their way to give them
the same sort of trucks then it would only be reason
able for them to lower the minimum rate. They
could not have it both ways. Another interesting
thing 'in Cuba was that the weight did not vary

'practically during the crushing season. ' They all
knew, the difficulties in this country 'so far as the'
allocation of trucks was concerned. In Cuba they
allocated their trucks in the same way as was' done
here. They called for estimates and: the trucks
were allocated on the estimates. He had asked
them what happened in the middle of the season
when the cane probably weighed 5% higher and the
reply 'was" that is all right, it doesn't. ",
, 'The Chairman asked what the length d,f themilling
season was.
, Mr.' McMa~terrepli~d that it varied, Last year

one mill had, worked 91j2 months. They had had a
strike of planters owing to the price that was paid
for cane, (laughter) i but, he added, the strike had
been broken. '

DISCUSSION ON THE HANnLlNG OF CANE FROM FIELD to CRUSHER,

Mr. John Murrav stated that he was in Cuba
twelve years 'agoa~d 'what Mr. McMaster had de
scribed was in use then. The man cutting the cane
after cutting the stalk from the root, cut the cane ill
three pieces, and by giving the cane knife a twist

.tho first and second pieces flew a eonsiderahle dist
ance and the third' piece was flung by hand to the
heap where the .first twopieces had landed.

The chains. were laid in the'cart and the' pieces of
cane were put, on each chain. 'I'he «art had four
oxen. At the end of each field a 4 ft. 8l,1~ in. or 3 ft.
6 in. track and weighbridge was placed. In some
cases there was a concrete sump with the weigh
bridge attached. The cart was put Oll top of the
weighbridge and the ticket checked and that was
given to the man and he knew when his cart was
emptied how much cane he had got and he was paid
on that. ' Mr. Murray stated that if they had nol
altered the .system in twelve years it was evidently
a very good one and he considered it' ought to be
tried in this country. '

W.ith regard to the Technologists', Association
meetings he had only, seen, one engineer present
and he thought it was up to, the manag-ing directors
to have the Association ,better .recognised and .ask
their engineers to attend. After' all, it was ,all for
the good of the industry. (Hear, hear). Perhaps
some of the mills might see their way to pay the .ex
penses of some of their men to help them to attend
the meetings. (Applause),

Captain Greig stated that Mr. McM;a,ster's, descrip
tion of the truck was very interesting, but he thought
the most Jnteresting point would be, the maximum
tonnage that.,~le tr?-ek ~ould carry. With the pre
sent form of t1'11~ III this country they were bound
down to 22 tons~''vV,.ith the, cane, as it is now-a-days
in the country andio~di;l1g it by: mechanical means
he was afraid they would never get anything hke 22
tons into the truck; it, would probably be 17 to 18.
He nn9-erstood Mr. McMaster was'en~e~vouring to
get the Government to try"",out se;rer~~ of ~these
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Mr. Rapson asked if Mr. McMaster thought the
type of cart used in Cuba would be used beneficially
over here. With the ordinary wagon here-a 14 ft.
wagon-the average load was 3% to 4 tons, whereas
they appeared to get 4 tons on the two wheeled cart
in Cuba. He asked if there was any superiority in
the method of loading or was it the quality of the
cane and its weight.

Mr. McMaster replied that he thought the cane
was much easier to prick as it was cut in three feet
lengths. He pointed out that he had had no ~xperi

ence of wagons or carts. The only suggestIOn he
made was that one of these carts be made" and
thoroughly tried out here.

In reply to a question from Capt. Greig Mr. M:
Master stated that the land "in Louisiana was practic
ally all flat, but that was not so altogether in Cubs i
it was certainly not flatin the e"lStern province al
though it was not" so hilly as in Natal. 'I'hat of
course affected the question. The ground in many
cases was so bad that they could not lay .a ligl.;
line.

Capt. Greig remarked that in that case it was ex
traordinary how they could get these heavily laden
two wheeled carts over the land, but Mr. McMaster
pointed out that they had 8 in. treads. "

The Chairman also pointed out that even that had
been improved on by putting on tractor wheels. He
thought the conditions there appeared to be alto-
gether dissimilar.· "

Mr. Mc'Master stated that he would say they were
altogether dissimilar. It was difficult to say if they
were worse than here. The" ground was certainly
very heavy going. "

Mr: Murrav stated that aset of eaternillar wheels
had been brought over here by a firin. He happened
to be at Verulam when they were" trying it. They
went all through the river and did very well, but
when they tried in on the hill by Dykes' Mill it was
not successful and they gave it up.

The Chairman in thanking Mr. McMaster for his
remarks stated that it had been very instructive and
illuminative to listen to him. That was the sort of
thing which was required in the industry-know
ledge and more knowledge was what they wanted.
He hoped the Association would t" Ire up the matter
and make use of the valuable information placed
before them. (Hear, hear and applause).

Mr. Murray in referring to his previous remarks
as to the attendance of engineers at the meetinzs
of the Technologists' Association. stated that the
papers submitted involved a considerable amount of
-trouble, and diseussion was what they wanted. If
-they did not get a good turn out it was very dis-

couraging to those who prepared the various papers.
'I'he Chairman stated that he understood the Asso

ciation also embraced the engineers. The Associa
tion had of course only just started and he hoped
that the engineers and chemists would be able to
meet and go into the various matters and make re
commendations through their body to the industry.

Mr. Murray stated that he had been in Hawaii and
he thought the mills ever there were very poor;
they had not as good plant as they had here. But
the whole secret of their success was that all the
men belonging to the mill got together and adjusted
as well as they could. In this country they had just
as good plant, but the engineers did not collaborate
and see what happened to each other. The plant
was good enough, it was the men who required to
be gingered up.

" The Chairman remarked that that was their great
failing and he thought the time had come when
they ought to remedy that state of affairs.

Mr. McMaster, who had been one of the movers
in starting the Technologists' Association. stated
that they had had difficulty in starting it. 'I'hey had
only just started and they had to realise that the
mills had been crushing for a long period and had
to deal with a very heavy crop, with the result that "
there had been a tremendous amount of work to
be clone in the off season. He did not know if the
circumstance was a peculiar one but there were very
pr-actical difficulties in getting the mills to allow the
men to get away at the present time. In April
when the Congress was held it was usually a very
important time at the mills. A lot of work had to
he done; the plant had to be got ready for running .
oarlv in May. He did not think A.oi'il was a very
poodinonth for holding these meetings so far as
the 'I'echnologists were concerned.

The Secretary stated that the matter could be
referred to the Technologists Association to deal
with this question and see if some resolution could
not be obtained.

Mr. Murray suggested that the chemists and en
r:ineers should meet at the same time. He thought
it, would be as well to have these meetings so that
they could collaborate.
" Mr. Dodds stated that the matter should certainly
be brought up. It was of the greatest importance
that the Congress should be represenative, and it
was rather disappointing to the members of the
Technologists' Association who had gone to con
siderable trouble to prepare reports, to find such a
po-ir attendance.

At 10.55 a.m. the Congress adjourned for tea.


